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I doubt that many of us, no matter how steeped in psychoanalytic psychiatry, haye ever 
thought of the Supreme Court in tcrms of dynamically detnmined behayior. To see 
the Supreme Court's action in de( Iarin~ a con~ressional act unconstitutional as an 
uncoll'>cious a"t'rtion of parental power is a new experience. At first glance, this idea 
may not seem imponallt; yet, as de\eloped by :'Ilr. S(hoenfeld in PI),cho{/l/lIlysis IIl/d tl/{: 
Law, it opens a whole new perspective on the court's actions. 

There (ontinues to be milch ddJatt' as to the vower of the Supreme Court vis-a-vis 
Con~ress. :\ clearer understanding of the unconscious factors that «mid be active in 
this dispute may enable lI'i to resolle these unconscious influellces so that decisions can 
he made with more maturity. If social psychiatry is psychiatry applied to the interactions 
of society and its institution-;, then this hook covers one of the ullexplored areas of 
social psychiatry. :'Ilany readers may scoff at this attempt to. explain retrospectively the 
Supreme Court's a( lions. Recently we have heard much criticism of psychohistory when 
applied to individuals. \\'hether or not the same criticism can be applied to this hook 
will have to be left up to each individual. 

One of the major obstades psychoanalytic psychiatry ha, had to overcome is the 
resistance of those who do not, cannot, or perhaps will not accept some of its basic 
tenets. \Vhile the idea that psy( hoanalysis is a sexually based concept of human psychology 
110 lon~er exist, in most sophisticated mil1ds, there is stili much to psychoal1alytic theory 
that many find unacceptable. The often given explanation for this rejection is that we 
all ha\e a pSl"chological need to repress many of our early life feelings and experiences. 
In fact, to reco~nize these may arome ,0 much anxiety that we respond "Thank you. I'd 
rather not." Unfortunately, it is this factor which will probably keep the "inhibited" from 
readin~ this hook or takin!!; it seriously. :'Ilr. Schoenfeld clearly understands this danger. 
His only other choice would hare beell to write a treatise on p~y(hoallalytic theory 
ciirc<teci towanh the attorney. whid] has already been done by others.t 

This book, PI)'tho(uwlysis flnrl tht' LfIlL', is divided into two main parts. The first part, 
"Basic Psychoanalytic Tenets and the Law," di.s(usses unconscious motives, the superego, 
uncomcious symbolism, aggre'>sion, and unconscious mental mechanisms as each relates 
to the law. This LI,k in itself i.s formidable (if 1I0t impossible), as the author has 
attempted in 100 pages to guide the reader into basic p~ychoanalytic theory. Yet I 
beliere he has produced a COIl( i,e, well organized, readable a]](! understandable explana
tion of these theories without ~oing into great depth and detail. 

In the second part, "Psychoanalysis and Constitutional Law," he revea!s his superior 
ability to amalgamate the court's decisiollS with psychoanalytic theory, and does more 
besides. Because this is a pioneering work, it would be easy for someone of less maturity 
to offer his ideas and sp{'( ulations as Ltcts and lea\'e it at that. Schoenfeld resists this 
temptation, making it clear that " ... psychoanalytic explanations of the law are at best 
partial expbnatiom; and that, for (ompleteness, they must he supplemented by social, 
economic, historicd and other explanations." Like the analyst he understands that all 
human behavior has multiple determinants. 

Followin~ a clear and full disnmion of judicial activism and judicial self-restraint by 
"arious justices through history, the author presents his speculations, based on psycho
analytic theory, on the reasons for the actions taken. In speaking of the societal impact 
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of the court's decisiom he says ", .. that judges arc frequently regarded unconsciouslY ;\> 

parent ,ubstitutes. thus one Lin not help wondering whether the actiyist judge who refuses 
to dder to the popubr will as it finds expression in leg'islatiye enactments. and who seek, 
instead to ,ubstiwte his dews for those of the legislature, may arouse in legisbtors (and 
ultimatdy in the eleltoratc) parent-oriented dependent needs and feelings akin to the 
needs and feelillgs engcndcred ill thc citilcnrv by the leaders of unduly supporti,'e or 
dictatorial regimes." Later, in speaking of judicial self-restraint, he says. "[when these 
judgcs] permit the dominant opinions of legislaton to find reasonably free legislatiye 
cxpre"ion, it can be argued that these judges are acting in a manner similar to that of 
the,uperego of the emotionally mature persoll which seeks Ilot to trv to impose upon 
him what ;11'(' rcally the \';dues and goals of others, but rather to allow his own yalues 
and goah to e:--pre" thn}hel\es." \11'. Schoenfeld bdinT, that both judicial alliyism and 
judicial restraint are useful and desirable. 

I found myself intrigucd by looking at the Supreme Court in this manner. I]('yer haying 
done ,0 Illofore. "'c han' recently scen how successfullv the "Iubnle of power" of our 
go\'cl'llment can prn('nt tOLd disaster in our country and how the Supreme Court can 
act a, a strong-willed parent. To explain these actiom in psychodynamic terms may 
pos,il)ly open up a new area of study and consideration which could e,'cntually see us 
takin.14' anions because w(' ullderstalld them. llOt "just hecause." 
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CIVILIZED l\CAN'S EIGHT DEADLY SINS. By Konrad Lorenz. TrallSlated by M. K. 
Wilson. New York: Harcourt Brace JovanO\'ich. Pp, 107. Price S,I.95. 

In Konrad Lorenz' smail book, we learn about an interesting animal, the Argus 
pheasant. This bird has outstandingly beautiful secondary wing feathers, and they play 
an important role in courtship. The Argus hen has built-in mate selection biases. and 
the likelihood that she will mate with any male is proportional to his feather display. 
This trait encourages selective breeding, which enhances the,se feathers. and successive 
gcneratiollS of the hird become incrcasingly beautiful. 

From the stalldpoint of prcsen'ation of the species, though, there is a disach'antage in 
the Argus cock's beauty. The development of those wing feathers hinders the bird in 
flying! Thus competition for breeding within the species, with enhancement of the 
characteristic feathers, has led to a situation which is prejlldicial to the survival of the 
species itself. (Though Lorellz docs not speculate as to what kind of conditions might 
haye rcndered this characteristic of the bird as a pmitively sun'ival-enhancing one when 
it initially developed, the important point is that it is unadaptive todav.) Conditions 
have changed; behaviors which were sun'ival-enhancing in olle epoch have become 
survival-handicapping ill another. 

l\Can is also an animal with characteristics which. though ollce survh'al-enhanring, are 
now survival-negative. Lorenz, as an ethologist (a student of comparative behavior), is 
interested in these characteristics and how they relate to the present alld potential future 
statuses of "civilized man." He inquires into the limits of adaptation that constrain man's 
being able to live in society, and he focuses on eight "sins" that prejudice our species' 
sun-ivai. 

Lorelll is a man who feels that civilization is in a precarious state, and he ohviously 
feei> that many things should he changed_ He does not explicitly follow the logic of the 
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